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Figure 1.1  Location of the African Farming Network partner projects.  
Source: M. Davies

Figure 1.2  Fields and irrigation in Tot-Sibou, northern Marakwet. The map shows main clan boundaries (Shaban, Kapishoi, Kapsiren, Kapchepsom), the irrigation furrow of Kapishoi clan, the semi-permanent fields (grid pattern bottom centre), areas of shifting cultivation (circled right of centre), areas of riverside flood recession cultivation (circled around water courses) and the habitation zone (bottom left). Source: M. Davies

Figure 1.3  An abandoned Tiv house platform at Ushongo Hill. Photograph: M. Davies

Figure 1.4  A stonewalled Bokoni homestead in Mpumalanga, South Africa. Photograph: G. Williams (2011). Courtesy A. Schoeman

Figure 2.1  A map of Tanzania showing the location of the Mtwara region.  
Source: Leonard Masanja, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) Unit, Stella Maris Mtwara University College

Figures 2.2 & 2.3  A scatter of a cat carcass (left) and goat bones (right) slaughtered in the graveyards at Mvita ancient settlement. Photograph: F. Gabriel (2013)

Figure 2.4  Makonde dancers traditionally dressed in bark-cloth.  
Photograph: F. Gabriel (2013)

Figure 3.1  Map of Pangani Bay showing excavated trenches. Source: E. Mjema

Figure 3.2  The stratigraphic sequences at Kimu site as shown by the eastern wall profile of trench K1. Source: E. Mjema

Figure 3.3  Swahili and Zanjian pottery. Motif K exists in pottery from both phases.  
Source: E. Mjema

Figure 3.4  The distribution of occupational phases in Pangani Bay as revealed by excavation trenches from Kimu and Muhembo sites. ZP = Zanjian phase, SW = Swahili and PS = Post-Swahili. Source: E. Mjema
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**Figure 3.5** Different pottery shapes identifiable from Zanjian and Swahili phases at Pangani Bay sites. a = necked jars, b = globular jars, c = open bowls, d = closed bowls, e = carinated bowls, f = bowl with beaded rim. Source: E. Mjema

**Figure 3.6** Frequency of major vessel shapes in Zanjian and Swahili phases. Source: E. Mjema

**Figure 3.7** Frequency variability of vessel motifs in Zanjian and Swahili phases (Motif F = white or grey slip that is applied on exterior or interior or both surfaces of the vessels. Motif K = a horizontal succession of punctuates that form a single line motif). Source: E. Mjema

**Figure 3.8** Bead shapes. Source/Courtesy: M. Wood (2005)

**Figure 3.9** Frequency of major bead shapes in Zanjian and Swahili phases. Source: E. Mjema

**Figure 3.10** Shellfish common in Zanjian and Swahili phases. a = *Terebralia palustris* (mud whelk), b = *Cerithidea decollata*, c = *Saccostrea cucullata*, d = *Anadara* spp., e = *Cypraea annulus/moneta*, f = *Polinices mammilla*, g = *Achatina* sp. (landsnail). Source: E. Mjema

**Figure 4.1** The Bassar region of northern Togo. Source: J. Paulson


**Figure 4.2** The Bassar region showing iron-working villages at contact (1890s). Source: P. de Barros & J. Paulson


**Figure 4.3** Iron bloom crusher or pounder made of quartzite at site 312 near Bidjobebe. Note large cylindrical crushing mortar produced by the long-term action of this tool. Pen and 50 cm tape shown for scale. Photograph: P. de Barros (1981)

**Figure 4.4** Smaller spheroidal hammer for pulverising smaller bloom fragments and small saucer mortars its action produces over time (site 312). Photograph: P. de Barros (1981)

**Figure 4.5** Deep cylindrical mortar surrounded by numerous small mortars and a variety of conical and ellipsoid mortars, basins and slicks (feature T, site 299A, Bidjomambe). Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)
**Figure 4.6** Intensively used outcrop at site 298A (Bitchabe) showing deep cylindrical mortars, conical to ellipsoid basins and mortars, smaller saucer mortars and shallow slicks. Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)

**Figure 4.7** Iron bloom crushing mortar sites (*likumanjool*) discussed in the text. Source: J. Paulson

**Figure 4.8** Site 312 *likumanjool* near Bidjobebe. Source: J. Paulson

**Figure 4.9** Site 298A *likumanjool* near Bitchabe. Source: J. Paulson

**Figure 4.10** Site 298B *likumanjool* near Bitchabe. Source: J. Paulson

**Figure 4.11** Site 299A *likumanjool* near Bidjomambe. Source: J. Paulson

**Figure 4.12** Ten stone axe polishing grooves, outcrop J, site 298B near Bitchabe. Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)

**Figure 4.13** Two metal tool sharpening surfaces, with feature 96 on top of stone axe polishing groove, outcrop A, site 298A near Bitchabe. Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)

**Figure 4.14** Ovoid mortars at site 320, outcrop A. Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)

**Figure 4.15** Reused and deepened ovoid mortars at site 359, outcrop E. Photograph: P. de Barros (2013)
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**Figure 5.1** Sites d’art rupestre de l’Afrique centrale. / Map of rock art sites in central Africa. Source/Copyright : Graphisme de A.B. Awoundjia ; A. Galitzine (1998)

**Figure 5.2** Sites de gravures de Bidzar, des monts Mandara et de la haute vallée de la Bénoué. / Map showing engraving sites at Bidzar, Mandara and the upper Benoué Valley. Source/Copyright : Graphisme de A.B. Awoundjia d’après https://www.google.com/search?q=cartes+du+cameroun&tbm/bp.blogspot.com/-Ndéré+E.png ; Mars 2015

**Figure 5.3** Sites de gravures de l’Adamaoua. / Map showing engraving sites in the Adamaoua. Source/Copyright : Graphisme de A.B. Awoundjia d’après www.google.com/search?q=cartes+du+cameroun&tbm/bp.blogspot.com/-Ndéré+E.png ; Mars 2015

**Figure 5.4** Motifs décoratifs sur le contour d’entrée des cases d’épouses royales Podoko. / Decorative motifs on the contoured entrances to the living areas of Podoko royal wives. Source : G. Heimlich, Mission UR 192–IRD

**Figure 5.5** Gravure piquetée sur marbre Bidzar, constituée de cercles concentrique bordés d’arc-de-cercle sous forme de pétale. / Pecked engravings on Bidzar marble consisting of concentric circles grouped in the form of petals. Source : G. Heimlich, Mission UR 192–IRD

**Figure 5.6** Exemple de groupes rayonnants à cercles bordés emboîtés reliés à Bidzar. / Example of nested circles and radiating groups linked to Bidzar engravings. Source/Copyright : Graphisme de A.B. Awoundjia ; A. Marliac (1981)
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**Figure 5.7** Pigments de maquillage broyés dans des cupules disposées suivant un ordre géométrique prédéfini. / Ground colour pigments in cupules laid out in geometric order. Source : G. Heimlich, Mission UR 200–IRD

**Figure 5.8** Jeu « Tilé » gravé sous forme d’amande sur basalte à Ngan’hâ. / ‘Tilé’ game engraved in the shape of almonds on basalt at Ngan’hâ. Source : G. Heimlich, Mission UR 200–IRD

**Figure 5.9** Jeux « Tilé » gravés en alignements parallèles sur latérite à Ngaldi 1. / ‘Tilé’ games engraved in parallel alignments on laterite at Ngaldi 1. Source : R. Oslisly

**Figure 5.10** Jeux « Dawa » gravés sous forme concentrique sur granite à Oudjila. / ‘Dawa’ games engraved in concentric circles on granite at Oudjila. Source : G. Heimlich, Mission UR 192–IRD

**Figure 5.11** Mode de fonctionnement du jeu de 22 cupules. / Direction of play for the 22 cupules game. Source/Copyright : Graphisme de N. Tchandeu

**Figure 5.12** Relevés graphiques au polyane des figures du « groupe du Bélaka » disposées en ordre linéaire. / Line drawings of polyane engravings of the ‘Bélaka group’. Source : R. Oslisly & N. Tchandeu

**Figure 5.13** Exemple des figures du « groupe du bélaka » prédominées par des armes de main gravées de manière bien expressive au centre du panneau latéritique à Ngaldi I. / Example of figures of the ‘Bélaka group’ showing hand weapons engraved in the centre of a lateritic board at Ngaldi I. Source : R. Oslisly

**Figure 6.1** Location of the study area (red rectangle) and mapping of the sites incorporated in this study (red dots), and known sites in adjacent regions. Source: D. Seidensticker, mapping using Kahle & Wickham (2013)

**Figure 6.2** Mapping of known sites and representative pottery of the oldest known pottery style groups in the Congo Basin. Source: D. Seidensticker, mapping using Kahle & Wickham (2013)

**Figure 6.3** Generalised diagram of the regional distinctions in pottery fabrics (bold) through time. The shown fabrics are largely representative for the pottery style groups (in brackets). Source: D. Seidensticker

**Figure 6.4** Feature PIK 87/1 at Pikunda on the Sangha River (left) with highlighted sampling points of the two radiocarbon datings (KI-2877, KI-2890). A representative selection of vessels (centre) as well as the respective fabrics (right) illustrate the disparity of the pottery from each part of the feature. Source: D. Seidensticker

**Figure 6.5** Pottery from various localities on the upper Sangha and the Ngoko River mentioned in the text. Source: D. Seidensticker
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Figure 7.1 Map of southern Africa and sites mentioned in the text. Source: A. Daggett
Figure 7.2 Map of south Sowa area. Source: A. Daggett
Figure 7.3 Zhizo and Chibuene glass beads. Source: A. Daggett
Figure 7.4 PCA score plot. Source: A. Daggett
Figure 7.5 PCA loading plot. Source: A. Daggett

Figure 8.1 The middle Limpopo Valley and important sites: 1, Dzombo Shelter; 2, Mmamagwa; 3, João Shelter; 4, Kambaku Camp; 5, Mafunyane Shelter; 6, Tshisiku Shelter; 7, Balerno Main Shelter; 8, Balerno Shelter 3; 9, Balerno Shelter 2; 10, Little Muck Shelter; 11, Leokwe Hill; 12, Bambandyanalo; 13, Mapungubwe; and 14, Schroda. Source: W. Voorvelt & T. Forssman. Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.2 A site plan of João Shelter. The shovel tests were excavated to record the extent of the kraal. Source: W. Voorvelt. Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.3 Formal tools and cores: A, single platform core; B, segmented backed bladelet; C & D, broken segment; E, broken backed bladelet; F, small side scraper; and G & H, segment. Source: W. Voorvelt. Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.4 Decorated and rimmed ceramics: from the rock shelter: A & F, unknown; and H, Transitional K2; and from the homestead: B & E, unknown; C–E, I–J & M–N, Transitional K2; G, K & O, K2 or Transitional K2; L & P, K2; and Q, Toutswe. Source/Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.5 Glass bead examples: A, white-heart; B–K, O–P, European period (from 1600); L, Mapungubwe oblate; M, burnt ostrich eggshell; and Q–R, ostrich eggshell. Source/Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.6 Kambaku Camp’s homestead (left); note the walling inside the rock shelter (too small an area for occupation and with an uneven surface), and upper kraal (right) with a natural dolerite barrier and smaller, possibly calves’ kraal. Source: W. Voorvelt. Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.7 Formal tools and cores from Kambaku Camp: A, preliminary flaked core; B, broken backed bladelet; C, bladelet core and small end scraper; D, segment; and E, broken bladelet. Source: W. Voorvelt. Copyright: T. Forssman
Figure 8.8 Diagnostic ceramics from the upper kraal: A & C–D, possibly Khami; B & G, unknown; E, Icon; F, possibly Icon. In E and F below the black incised line a red slick has been applied. Source/Copyright: T. Forssman

Figure 9.1 Map of permit applications (mainly for building alterations) in KwaZulu-Natal. Source: Google Maps (2014) & Sahris (2014)
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Figure 9.2   Map of development applications (mainly Section 38) in KwaZulu-Natal. Source: Google Maps (2014) & Sahris (2014)

Figure 9.3   Graph of records created by the various heritage authorities. Source: Google Maps (2014) & Sahris (2014)

Figure 9.4   Map of visitors to South African Heritage Resources Information System (Sahris), by South African cities. Source: Google Maps (2014) & Sahris (2014)

Figure 9.5   Map of all heritage sites captured on Sahris. Source: Google Maps (2014) & Sahris (2014)
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